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On the mechanism of pinning in phase-separating polymer blends
Claudio Castellanoa) and Sharon C. Glotzer
Center for Theoretical and Computational Materials Science and Polymers Division, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

~Received 15 May 1995; accepted 18 August 1995!

We reexplore the kinetics of spinodal decomposition in off-critical polymer blends through
numerical simulations of the Cahn–Hilliard equation with the Flory–Huggins–De Gennes free
energy functional. Even in the absence of thermal noise, the solution of the discretized equation of
motion shows coarsening in the late stages of spinodal decomposition without evidence of pinning,
regardless of the relative concentration of the blend components. This suggests this free energy
functional is not sufficient to describe the physics responsible for pinning in real blends. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments on spinodal decomposition in polyme
blends show that the coarsening process may sometim
slow dramatically or even cease before reachin
equilibrium.1–6 In these systems, spinodal decomposition—
which is the process by which a thermodynamically unstab
mixture demixes to a stable, phase-separated equilibri
state7–13—proceeds normally for some time following a
quench to the unstable region (T,Ts), and then stops. A
breakup of the characteristic, interconnected pattern is o
served to precede this pinning phenomenon. The nonequi
rium, microphase-separated blend has been observed to
main in this pinned state over an appreciable time sc
where little domain growth occurs. The eventual breakup
the evolving morphology into separated droplets is a natu
consequence of the asymmetric composition in an off-critic
blend;14 nevertheless, it may also occur in near-critica
blends due to other forces~e.g., gravity!. Polymer blends
in which pinning has recently been observed for of
critical composition includeX-7G/poly~ethylene teraphtha-
late! ~a liquid crystalline polymer/homopolymer blend!,1

poly~styrene-ran-butadiene!/polybutadiene,4 poly~styrene-
ran-butadiene!/polyisoprene,4 and polybutadiene/polyiso-
prene.6

The specific mechanism responsible for pinning in the
blends is poorly understood, and is currently a topic of co
siderable discussion. While there is general agreement t
growth stops soon after the breakup into separated ‘‘dro
lets’’ or ‘‘clusters’’ ~a so-called ‘‘percolation-to-cluster
transition’’4,14!, the mechanism that prevents further coarse
ing of disconnected domains remains to be clarified. O
intriguing scenario points to an entropic barrier as the reas
for the observed arrested growth of off-critical phase sep
rating blends. Kotnis and Muthukumar15 ~KM ! have sug-
gested that due to the connectivity of the chains and t
reduced conformational entropy near domain interfaces16

the usual evaporation-condensation mechanism
coarsening17 observed in small-molecule mixtures is sup
pressed in polymer blends, and instead coarsening occurs
parallel transport of chains along the interface.18 Conse-
quently, KM postulate that if the concentration of th

a!Permanent address: Dipartimento di Scienze Fisiche, Universita` degli studi
di Napoli, Pad. 19, Mostra d’Oltremare, Napoli 80125, Italy.
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minority-rich phase becomes smaller than the percolation
threshold, the parallel coarsening mechanism will be inhib-
ited and the clusters will ‘‘freeze’’ after an initial growth
period.

Hashimoto and co-workers have instead postulated tha
the enthalpy of mixing, rather than the entropy, provides the
barrier to further coarsening following the percolation-to-
cluster transition.4 They argue that the increase in enthalpy
of mixing suffered upon removing a chain of speciesA
and degree of polymerizationN from the surface of an
A-rich domain isDHmix}xNkBT, wherex is the Flory inter-
action parameter,kB is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is tem-
perature. In the strong segregation limitxN@1, and thus
evaporation of the chain from the domain surface, which
would occur with a Boltzmann probability proportional to
exp ~2DHmix/kBT!, is highly unfavorable. Thus, when the
parallel transport mechanism is eliminated by the breakup
into droplets, coarsening ceases.

In this paper, we reexplore the kinetics of spinodal de-
composition in off-critical polymer blends described by the
Flory–Huggins–De Gennes~FHDG! free energy functional,
through numerical simulations of the Cahn–Hilliard~CH!
equation. In Sec. II, we discuss the CH–FHDG equation and
the origin of the concentration-dependent square gradient co
efficient that KM claim causes pinning in off-critical blends.
The discretization and numerical integration scheme used to
solve this equation, and our numerical results, are presente
in Sec. III and discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, a summary of
our main conclusions, and speculations on possible mecha
nisms of pinning in blends, is discussed in Sec. V.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Model blends are typically described by the Flory–
Huggins–De Gennes free energy functional:19–21

F$f~r !%
kBT

5E d3r S f FH@f~r !#
kBT

1k~f!~“f!2D , ~2.1!

with

k~f!5
sa
2

36f
1

sb
2

36~12f!
1xl2, ~2.2!

wheref~r ! is the local concentration of componentA ~so
that 12f is the concentration of componentB!, sA andsB
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are the Kuhn lengths of the two species,l is an effective
interaction distance between monomers, and the Flo
Huggins free energy is22,23

f FH~f!

kBT
5

f

NA
ln f1

~12f!

NB
ln~12f!1xf~12f!,

~2.3!

whereNA (NB) is the degree of polymerization of chainsA
(B). Whereas in small molecule mixtures the square gradi
coefficient is enthalpic~arising from short range interaction
between molecules! and independent of the loca
concentration,24 De Gennes proposed that the connectivity
polymer molecules in inhomogeneous blends manifests it
through an additional, concentration-dependent contribut
to the square gradient coefficientk~f!.19 The expression for
k~f! in Eq. ~2.2! was derived to be consistent with the ran
dom phase approximation result for the inverse structure f
tor of an incompressible polymer blend,21,25,26

S21~q!5
1

NAf0D~q2RA
2 !

1
1

NB~12f0!D~q2RB
2 !

22x.

~2.4!

HereRi
2 is the average square radius of gyration of speciei ,

f0 is the average value of the concentration and the De
function isD(x)52(x211e2x)/x2, with x[q2Ri

2. In the
weak segregation limit, the interfacial width is much larg
than the chain dimensions,24 so that the length scales of in
terest are larger thanRi ~q2Ri

2!1!, and thus the Debye func
tion may be approximated byD21(x)511x/31O(x2). The
square gradient coefficient in Eq.~2.2! is then obtained from
the coefficient of theq2 term in the Taylor expansion of the
inverse structure factor, which is related to the free ene
functional by21 S21~q!5(kBT)

21d2F/df2, where the right-
hand side is evaluated inq space.

Because of the approximations made in the calculat
of the square gradient expression, the Flory–Huggins–
Gennes free energy functional describes the physics
blends in the weak segregation limit, and on length sca
much larger than the average chain dimension.12,24,27 In
strongly segregating blends~xN@1! for which x is small but
N→`, Eq.~2.2! with a different prefactor in thef-dependent
part is typically used.27–29

]f~r ,t !

]t
5ND“–H f~12f!“F 1N ln

f

12f
1x~122f!2S

Note that in Eq.~2.7! we have neglected the thermal nois
term. Since we are interested in the presence or absenc
pinning due to the FHDG free energy functional alone, a
since it has been shown that the presence of thermal nois
the analog of this equation for small molecule systems d
not influence the scaling function or the growth expone
during coarsening,10,32 we will neglect noise in our
simulations.33,34

Equation~2.7! can be rescaled so that it depends on
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The local part of the free energy@Eq. ~2.3!# has the same
Ginzburg-Landau type of double-well structure as small mol-
ecules or Ising-like systems.30 Thus, the only difference be-
tween the free energy functionals for the simplest small mol-
ecule and polymeric systems arises from the chain
connectivity, which is expressed in the FHDG functional
through the reduction of the entropic part of the local term,
and by thef-dependent part of the square-gradient coeffi-
cient. KM proposed that the entropic contribution to the non-
local part of the free energy, namely the concentration-
dependent square-gradient coefficient, provides the barrier t
coarsening which, when combined with the percolation-to-
cluster transition, causes pinning of the off-critical phase-
separating blend. In Sec. III we reexamine the numerical
solution of the CH-FHDG equation for both critical and off-
critical blends. Specifically, we show that for this model pin-
ning isnot observedin the continuum limit, regardless of the
blend composition, although a dynamical exponent slightly
smaller than13 is found.

The theoretical description of spinodal decomposition in
binary blends is based on the Cahn–Hilliard–Cook equation
for the time evolution of the concentration, originally derived
for small molecule systems:7,31

]f

]t
5“–SM ~f!“

dF$f%

df D1h~r ,t !. ~2.5!

In this equation,M ~f! is the mobility,F$f% is the coarse-
grained free energy functional, andh is thermal noise. For
polymers, the free energy functional is typically taken to be
of the Flory–Huggins–De Gennes form in Eq.~2.1!, but
more general free energy functionals may be included.

In the following, we will always consider for simplicity
a symmetric blend, for whichNA5NB[N andsA5sB[s.
In this case, the mobility

M ~f!5NDf~12f! ~2.6!

has been proposed,19 whereD is the self-diffusion coeffi-
cient. We will also take the effective interaction distancel
equal to the Kuhn lengths. Substituting in Eq.~2.5! the
functional derivative ofF and the expression forM , the time
evolution of the concentration is given by

2xs21
s2

18f~12f! D“2f1
~122f!s2

36f2~12f!2
~“f!2G J . ~2.7!

e
e of
d
e in
es
nt

i-

mensionless space and time variables. The transformation
valid only in the unstable region, is15

x5
~x2xs!

1/2

s
r , t5

D~x2xs!
2

s2xs
t, ~2.8!

wherexs51/[2Nf0(12f0)] gives the spinodal curve and
f0 is the average value of concentration.~This rescaling dif-
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fers from the rescaling commonly used in experiments b
simple numerical factor.! After this transformation, Eq.~2.7!
becomes15

]f~x,t!

]t
5

1

2f0~12f0!
“–Hf~12f!“F xc

2~x2xs!
ln

f

12f

22
x

x2xs
f2S 2xs21

s2

18f~12f! D“2f

1
~122f!s2

36f2~12f!2
~“f!2G J , ~2.9!

wherexc52/N.

III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

The solution of this continuum equation~2.9!, which
was first studied by KM,15 describes the time evolution o
the concentration field after a quench tox.xs in the unstable
region.33,34 The initial condition before the quench, corre
sponding to high temperature, is given by a uniform fie
with random fluctuations about its average valuef0. At early
times following the quench, the uniform concentration is u
stable with respect to the long wavelength fluctuations a
ing from the initial condition, and the two components beg
to spatially separate. Domains rich in one or the other co
ponent form, and then coarsen so as to remove interfaces
minimize the free energy. In small-molecule mixtures d
scribed by, e.g., the Ginzburg–Landau free energy fu
tional, these domains coarsen until phase separation is c
plete regardless of the relative composition and the prese
of thermal noise. Our goal in this paper is to determine if t
same is true for the FHDG free energy functional.34

In the late stages of decomposition, the system can
characterized by the evolution of the typical size of growin
domains. The scaling hypothesis35 states that this lengthL
~as calculated from, e.g., the inverse of the peak position
the structure factor, the inverse of the first moment of t
structure factor, the position of the first zero in the pair co
relation function, etc.! evolves in time according to

L;ta. ~3.1!

The choice of one particular definition ofL is dictated only
by convenience. Numerical simulations, experiments, a
analytical results strongly support the validity of the scalin
hypothesis in small molecule systems, giving in the abse
of hydrodynamic forces the valuea51

3 independent of
quench depth, relative composition, and the presence
noise.10 While polymers are believed to belong to the sam
static universality class as small molecules, the situation
less clear with respect to dynamics.

To study the kinetics of spinodal decomposition in pol
mer blends, we numerically integrate Eq.~2.9! via a finite
difference scheme for both time and space variables. T
continuous space of position vectors is replaced byn3 sites
on a simple cubic lattice with mesh size~lattice spacing! Dx.
The temporal discretization is achieved by replacing the c
tinuous time variablet by a series ofm discrete time steps of
durationDt. The value of the concentration field at all site
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,ownloaded¬01¬Jun¬2001¬to¬141.212.142.120.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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at each time step is then computed by a first-order Eul
numerical integration scheme,36 described in detail in the
Appendix.

Although a large time step and mesh size would spee
up the computation, the mesh size must be chosen carefu
so as to be smaller than the smallest important length scale
the problem at all times—here the interfacial width, which
decreases in time until the latest stages of demixing. The si
of the time step is in turn limited by the mesh size. A time
step that is too large could generate instabilities and spurio
solutions.32,36 Thus, these discrete variables must be chose
carefully in concert. A linear stability analysis can be helpfu
in suggesting reasonable trial values. If the algorithm i
stable with these values ofDx andDt, one can then vary
them to find optimum values and to ensure that the solutio
is accurate andindependentof the choice of these param-
eters.

We have studied the effect on the numerical solution o
Eq. ~2.9! of changingDx; Dt is changed suitably so as to
maintain stability. The boundary conditions are periodic in
all three directions. Initial conditions are given by random
values of the concentration field, with averagef0 and a flat
distribution betweenf02Df0 and f01Df0. Df0 has a
strong influence on the behavior during the initial regime
but does not affect the late stage behavior. Therefore we
Df050.1. Several realizations of the initial conditions were
averaged together for every set of parameters.

The phase separation is monitored visually in real spac
and quantitatively by determining the time evolution of
k1~t!, the first moment of the spherically averaged structur
factor;13 this is the inverse length that is used to determin
the exponenta. For the purposes of comparison with previ-
ous studies,15,34we takex to be related toT(K) by37

x50.326/T22.331024, ~3.2!

and fixTc562 °C. The system was quenched to temperatur
T554.5 °C, 49 °C, and 25 °C for critical composition
~f050.5!, and to temperaturesT535 °C and 15 °C for off-
critical composition~f050.4!.

We first consider the solution of Eq.~2.9! obtained with
a mesh sizeDx51, time stepDt50.01, andn532 ~Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. Plot of log~k1! vs log~t! for a system withn532 andDx51. Each
curve is the average over 5 realizations with different initial conditions.
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This choice of mesh size gives, e.g., forT535 °C and
f050.4, an equivalent dimensional mesh size ofDr'6Rg ,
whereRg is the average chain radius of gyration. With the
choices, we are exactly repeating the integration of Eq.~2.9!
previously performed by Kotnis and Muthukumar. Our r
sults reproduce their findings. For critical quench
~f050.5!, after an initial transient, the system enters the la
stage regime, wherek1 decays in time with a power law. The
exponenta appears to be smaller than13, the value expected
for spinodal decomposition in small molecule systems a
for polymer blends in the intermediate stages of demixi
~i.e., without hydrodynamics!. For off-critical quenches
~f050.4!, domain growth stops before the phase separat
is complete.

Results change drastically when the mesh size is redu
to Dx50.5, for which the time step must be reduced toDt
50.002 to maintain numerical stability~Fig. 2!. ~Note that in
this case we must taken564 to keep the system size th
same as before—nDx532.! This choice of mesh size gives
e.g., for T535 °C andf050.4, an equivalent dimensiona
mesh size ofDr'3Rg . In this case, the late stage behavior
the same for both critical and off-critical quenches, even
ter the blend undergoes the percolation-to-cluster transit
After an initial transient, the late stage scaling regime
reached:k1 decays as a power law and no pinning is o
served. The values ofa can be computed from the slopes o
the curves in Fig. 2 and are reported in Table I. In all casea
is found to be greater than14 and smaller than13. We believe

FIG. 2. Plot of log~k1! vs log~t! for a system withn564 andDx50.5. Each
curve for critical quenches is the average over 5 realizations with differ
initial conditions. Each curve for off-critical quenches is averaged over
realizations.

TABLE I. Values of the dynamic exponenta for n564 andDx50.5, com-
puted for t.10. The exponents and errors were computed using a lin
regression fit of the average values plotted in Fig. 2.

Critical quenches~f050.5!
T 25 49 54.5
a 0.26360.001 0.28660.002 0.27060.001

Off-critical quenches~f050.4!
T 15 35
a 0.29060.001 0.30660.001
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that the latter is the true asymptotic value for this free energ
functional; the small systematic error may be attributed t
the crossover from the preasymptotic regime and, possib
to the numerical slowing down given by a still oversized
mesh size~see Sec. IV!. Increased accuracy might be ob-
tained by using an even smaller value forDx, but this im-
plies a suitable reduction in the value ofDt, and as a result,
a prohibitively large computation time.

The critical relevance of the mesh size to the late stag
behavior of the system is also evident from Fig. 3, where
‘‘pinned’’ state obtained withDx51 is ‘‘depinned’’ by reduc-
ing the mesh size to 0.5.

IV. DISCUSSION

The absence of pinning for small mesh sizes in our simu
lations even for off-critical quenches clearly shows that wha
is observed forDx51 is not a physical effect but only an
artifact of the discretization. By integrating Eq.~2.9! via a
discretization scheme, we are actually changing the mod
under consideration: the solution of the discrete model e
actly reproduces that of the continuum equation only in th
limit where Dt andDx approach zero. For this reason one
must always confirm that the numerical results are indepe
dent of the values of the discretization variables. In particu
lar, it was recently shown that an oversized mesh size c
cause a non-physical freezing of interfacial motion for sys
tems with nonconserved order parameter.38 ‘‘Spurious pin-
ning’’ was already noted by Rogerset al.32 in a conserved
order parameter system, who showed that for the Cahn
Hilliard equation with the Ginzburg–Landau free energy
functional, a mesh sizeDx.1.7 causes an unphysical de-
crease in the effective growth exponent.

In general, the solution of the discrete model should re
produce the behavior of the continuum equation ifDx is
much less than the smallest physical length modeled in th
system. In the case under investigation, we are studying
polymer blend in the weak segregation limit~x>xc ,x!1!.
The smallest physical length that must be resolved is th
interfacial width, which during the late stages of phase sep
ration is of the order of the correlation lengthj:24

j;
Rg

~x2xc!
1/2N1/2;

s

~x2xc!
1/2 ~4.1!

which is close to unity in rescaled units. ChoosingDx51
implies that we are resolving the system at a lengthequalto
the correlation length. The spatial derivatives at the inte
faces are consequently computed inaccurately with this me
size, thereby producing unphysical results. This picture
confirmed by Fig. 4 showing that whenDx51 the interface
appears only one mesh size wide. WhenDx50.5 the inter-
face is smoother, and larger than the mesh size; hence
pinning occurs. This effect also explains the low estimates
a for critical quenches whenDx51; the sharpness of the
interface unphysically slows down the evolution of the solu
tion, even if it is not sufficient to pin it. Possibly, also the
results forDx50.5 are slightly biased by this effect.

It is possible to understand the origin of this problem in
another way by looking directly at the equation of motion

nt
10

ar
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FIG. 3. ~a! Snapshot of a two-dimensional slice of a system of sizen532
andDx51 att5100.~b! The same system fort5200.~c! The same system
in ~a! at t5200 whenDx is switched to 0.5 att5100. The decrease of mesh
size allows the system to phase-separate without pinning.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,ownloaded¬01¬Jun¬2001¬to¬141.212.142.120.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
Consider, for simplicity, a one-dimensional small molecule
system~i.e., the square-gradient coefficientk and the mobil-
ity M are constant!, where the concentration profile goes
from one bulk value~f1! at sitexi2Dx to the other~f2! at
site xi1Dx, through an interface. For the domain size to
grow, the interface must move, and thusf(xi) must change
fromf1 tof2. The driving force for this change is the square
gradient term in the free energy, which yields a Laplacian in
the functional derivative ofF. This force must overcome the
double well potential given by the local term in the free
energy expression, as stated by the Cahn–Hilliard equation:

]f

]t
5M“

2S ] f

]f
2k“2f D . ~4.2!

In the discrete version of this equation, the local part does
not depend onDx, while the Laplacian is given by

“

2f5
1

~Dx!2
@f~xi1Dx!1f~xi2Dx!22f~xi !#.

~4.3!

FIG. 4. Interface profile for~a! Dx51 and~b! Dx50.5, forn532,f050.4,
T515 °C, andt5100.
No. 21, 1 December 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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When we increaseDx the denominator grows indefinitely,
while the numerator is bounded above byf21f1
22f(xi)5const. Then, increasingDx decreasesthe value of
the Laplacian term, while the local term is unchanged. F
Dx large enough the Laplacian cannot overcome the lo
term, the solution stops evolving, and the system artificia
‘‘pins.’’

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown that both critical and of
critical polymer blends described by the Flory–Huggins–D
Gennes free energy functional undergo spinodal decompo
tion via the Cahn–Hilliard equation without pinning of the
domain growth as observed in some experiments. Even
the absence of thermal noise,34 the solution of the discretized
equation of motion shows coarsening without evidence
pinning, regardless of the relative concentration of the ble
components. We have also shown that previous solutions
the CH-FHDG equation that exhibited pinning were artifac
of an oversized mesh size used in the discretization and
merical integration of the equation of motion, andnot a re-
sult of the concentration dependence of the square grad
coefficient as previously suggested.15 This suggests the
FHDG free energy functional alone, as written in Eq.~2.1! is
not sufficient to describe the physics responsible for pinni
in real blends.

Evidently, a model able to describe the arrested grow
observed in experiments must include additional physical
gredients. One should consider that experimental blen
which exhibit pinning often contain components which a
not simple homopolymers; such is the case with Hashimot
random copolymer/homopolymer blends, as well as with H
segawa’s liquid-crystalline polymer/homopolymer blend,
which the liquid-crystalline component is anistropic at th
quench temperatures at which pinning was observed. Th
blends may not be describable by the simple Flory
Huggins–De Gennes expression and, consequently,
should not expect the CH-FHDG equation to mimic the
behavior during spinodal decomposition. It is also importa
to note that a significant fraction of homopolymer blend
never exhibit pinning, regardless of the relative compositio
However, for those that do, it is possible that either the m
bility, or free energy functional, or both, must be appropr
ately modified. The simplified expression for mobility@Eq.
~2.6!# used in the CH-FHDG equation, which was originall
derived only for the special case of a perfectly symmetr
blend,19 may neglect important contributions to mobility
arising from the connectivity within the polymer chains.

With respect to possible free energy modifications, it
well known that interfacial growth can be slowed or stoppe
by decreasing the interfacial tension. This can be achiev
by, e.g., using surfactants in the case of small molecules39

diblock copolymers in the case of polymers,40 or impurities
in the case of alloys.41 If the experimental blends contain
even a small number of impurities, or specific interactio
regions that act as impurities,42 these impurities could arrest
the demixing process and cause pinning. Finally, the FHD
free energy functional in Eq.~2.1! describes incompressible
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Nownloaded¬01¬Jun¬2001¬to¬141.212.142.120.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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blends; real blends are, in fact, compressible. A coupling o
concentration fluctuations and density fluctuations may be
responsible for pinning in blends,43 in which case a reformu-
lation of the free energy functional as well as the addition of
a second order parameter field is necessary.
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APPENDIX

The numerical solution of Eq.~2.9! is performed via
iteration of the following map:

f i , j ,k
m115f i , j ,k

m 1Dt
]f i , j ,k

m

]t
. ~A1!

This map, given the value of the concentration fieldfi , j ,k
m at

timemDt at each of then3 sites of a simple cubic lattice with
mesh sizeDx, yields the value offi , j ,k

m11 at each site at time
~m11!Dt. Note that the mesh size is taken to be the same in
all directions.

The time derivative]fi , j ,k
m /]t is given by the discretiza-

tion of the right-hand side of Eq.~2.9!, with spatial deriva-
tives centrally discretized. This means the chemical potentia
mi , j ,k
m that appears in square brackets in Eq.~2.9! is computed

using

@“f~x,t!#2→S f i11,j ,k
m 2f i21,j ,k

m

2Dx D 2
1S f i , j11,k

m 2f i , j21,k
m

2Dx D 2
1S f i , j ,k11

m 2f i , j ,k21
m

2Dx D 2 ~A2!

and

“

2f~x,t!→
f i11,j ,k
m 22f i , j ,k

m 1f i21,j ,k
m

~Dx!2

1
f i , j11,k
m 22f i , j ,k

m 1f i , j21,k
m

~Dx!2

1
f i , j ,k11
m 22f i , j ,k

m 1f i , j ,k21
m

~Dx!2
. ~A3!

The divergence of the productf~12f!“m is evaluated
as
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D

“•$f~12f!“m%→SXi11,j ,k
m 2Xi21,j ,k

m

2Dx D
1SYi , j11,k

m 2Yi , j21,k
m

2Dx D
1S Zi , j ,k11

m 2Zi , j ,k21
m

2Dx D , ~A4!

where

Xi , j ,k
m 5S m i11,j ,k

m 2m i21,j ,k
m

2Dx D @f i , j ,k
m ~12f i , j ,k

m !#, ~A5!

andYi , j ,k
m andZi , j ,k

m are defined accordingly.
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